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This album does not contain the organ sound like the third Dry and Heavy album. An
oversight. It is however a fine album as is. It does however show the strength of Hines as a
solo artist, as well as the growth of the band. He was an emerging star, and the band was
entering its own peak period in their development. A truly visionary release. Many people
would have just played the regular album, but Sting wanted to make a difference and he
did. The dub is startling in its fidelity and freshness. The underlying sound is even more
present in the dub. The album was recorded in New York in the early '70s, but was only

reissued in 1987, hence it includes no dub version. Meaningless? Not so. It makes a great
companion to either the vinyl or digital versions. The dub version is a little longer but can

be (and is) comfortably mixed. Social Living is generally a much quieter affair than most of
his other work, but still serves an impressive number of weapons in its own right. Although

not really happy with some of the production work, I am proud of the album as a whole.
But it's the harmony-laced, dubby, two-or-three-people rhythm section that stands out the
most. The sequel to Dry and Heavy, Social Living is the first album in which they appear as

a two-man band. The ambition of the duo is to use the call-and-response style that both
have espoused for more than a decade. The one track that really marks me as a fan of this
album is \"White Witch,\" in which Patterson lays out a very nice musical story. It is indeed

reminescent of the trippy delights of the era. Mellow, soulful vibes; ganja horns; and an
odd and endless chorus by Patterson, with heavy dubby aid.
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